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PCI System Architecture
Identification of Bit Fields (logical groups of bits or signals)
All bit fields are designated in little-endian bit ordering as follows:
[X:Y],
where “X” is the most-significant bit and “Y” is the least-significant bit of the field. As
an example, the PCI address/data bus consists of AD[31:0], where AD[31] is the mostsignificant and AD[0] the least-significant bit of the field.

We Want Your Feedback
MindShare values your comments and suggestions. You can contact us via mail, phone,
fax or internet email.
Phone: (719) 487-1417 or (in U.S.) 800-633-1440
Fax:
(719) 487-1434
E-mail: tom@mindshare.com
Web Site: WWW.MINDSHARE.COM
To obtain information on public or private seminars, go to our web site.

Mailing Address
MindShare, Inc.
4285 Slash Pine Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80908
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Chapter 3: Intro to Reflected-Wave Switching
Figure 3-4: CLK Signal Timing Characteristics

RST#/REQ64# Timing
The assertion and deassertion of RST# is asynchronous to the PCI clock signal. If
desired, a synchronous reset may be implemented, however. RST# must remain asserted
for a minimum of 1ms after the power has stabilized. RST# must remain asserted for a
minimum of 100 microseconds after the CLK has stabilized. When RST# is asserted, all
devices must float their output drivers within a maximum of 40ns.
During assertion of RST#, the system board reset logic must assert REQ64# for a minimum of 10 clock cycles. REQ64# may remain asserted for a maximum of 50ns after
RST# is deasserted. For a discussion of REQ64# assertion during reset, refer to “64-bit
Cards in 32-bit Add-in Connectors” on page 266.
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The Signal Groups
The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter provided an introduction to reflected-wave switching.

This Chapter
This chapter divides the PCI bus signals into functional groups and describes the function of each signal.

The Next Chapter
When a PCI bus master requires the use of the PCI bus to perform a data transfer, it
must request the use of the bus from the PCI bus arbiter. The next chapter provides a
detailed discussion of the PCI bus arbitration timing. The PCI specification defines the
timing of the request and grant handshaking, but not the procedure used to determine the
winner of a competition. The algorithm used by a system's PCI bus arbiter to decide
which of the requesting bus masters will be granted use of the PCI bus is system-specific and outside the scope of the specification.

Introduction
This chapter introduces the signals utilized to interface a PCI-compliant device to the
PCI bus. Figure 4-1 on page 32 and Figure 4-2 on page 33 illustrate the required and
optional signals for master and target PCI devices, respectively. A PCI device that can
act as the initiator or target of a transaction would obviously have to incorporate both
initiator and target-related signals. In actuality, there is no such thing as a device that is
purely a bus master and never a target. At a minimum, a device must act as the target of
configuration reads and writes.
Each of the signal groupings are described in the following sections. It should be noted
that some of the optional signals are not optional for certain types of PCI agents. The
sections that follow identify the circumstances where signals must be implemented.
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software. For this reason, it must monitor PERR# during write data phases to
determine if the target has detected a data parity error. The action taken by an
initiator when a parity error is detected is design-dependent. It may perform
retries with the target or may choose to terminate the transaction and generate
an interrupt to invoke its device-specific interrupt handler. If the initiator
reports the failure to software, it must also set the 0$67(5'$7$3$5,7<(5525 bit
in its PCI configuration Status register. PERR# is only driven by one device at
time.
A detailed discussion of data parity error detection and handling may be found
in the chapter entitled “Error Detection and Handling” on page 199.

System Error
The System Error signal, SERR#, may be pulsed by any PCI device to report
address parity errors, data parity errors during a Special Cycle, and critical
errors other than parity. SERR# is required on all add-in PCI cards that perform
address parity checking or report other serious errors using SERR#. This signal
is considered a “last-recourse” for reporting serious errors. Non-catastrophic
and correctable errors should be signaled in some other way. In a PC-compatible machine, SERR# typically causes an NMI to the system processor (although
the designer is not constrained to have it generate an NMI). In a PowerPC,
PReP-compliant platform, assertion of SERR# is reported to the host processor
via assertion of TEA# or MC# and causes a machine check interrupt. This is the
functional equivalent of NMI in the Intel world. If the designer of a PCI device
does not want an NMI to be initiated, some means other than SERR# should be
used to flag an error condition (such as setting a bit in the device's Status register and generating an interrupt request). SERR# is PCI clock-synchronous signal
and is an open-drain signal. It may be driven by more than one PCI agent at a
time. When asserted, the device drives it low for one clock and then tri-states its
output driver. The keeper resistor on SERR# is responsible for returning it to the
deasserted state (this takes two to three clock periods).
A detailed discussion of system error detection and handling may be found in
the chapter entitled “SERR# Signal” on page 214.
SERR# is an input to the secondary side of a PCI-to-PCI bridge. This is discussed in “Handling SERR# on Secondary Side” on page 647.
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Chapter 6: Master and Target Latency
Figure 6-1: Access Latency Components
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PCI bus masters should always use burst transfers to transfer blocks of data
between themselves and a target PCI device (some poorly-designed masters use
a series of single-data phase transactions to transfer a block of data). The transfer may consist of anywhere from one to an unlimited number of bytes. A bus
master that has requested and has been granted the use of the bus (its GNT# is
asserted by the arbiter) cannot begin a transaction until the current bus master
completes its transaction-in-progress. If the current master were permitted to
own the bus until its entire transfer were completed, it would be possible for the
current bus master to starve other bus masters from using the bus for extended
periods of time. The extensive delay incurred could cause other bus masters
(and/or the application programs they serve) to experience poor performance
or even to malfunction (buffer overflows or starvation may be experienced).
As an example, a bus master could have a buffer full condition and is requesting
the use of the bus in order to off-load its buffer contents to system memory. If it
experiences an extended delay (latency) in acquiring the bus to begin the transfer, it may experience a data overrun condition as it receives more data from its
associated device (such as a network) to be placed into its buffer.
In order to ensure that the designers of bus masters are dealing with a predictable and manageable amount of bus latency, the PCI specification defines two
mechanisms:
•
•

Master Latency Timer (MLT).
Target-Initiated Termination.
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Figure 6-2: Longest Legal Deassertion of IRDY# In Any Data Phase Is 7 Clocks
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tion when the master repeats the request. Odds are its inability to transfer the
first data item expeditiously is due to a temporary condition (such as a temporary logic busy condition) and that it will be prepared to transfer the data
within 16 clocks from the assertion of FRAME# the next time that the transaction is repeated.

Target Frequently Can’t Transfer First Data Within 16 CLKs. If a
target frequently cannot transfer the first data item within 16 clocks from the
assertion of FRAME#, it not only must issue a retry to the master, but must also
"memorize" the transaction and process it off-line. In other words:
•

•

If it’s a read transaction, issue the retry after memorizing the address and
command from the address phase, and the byte enables from the first data
phase. It then starts reading the requested data from the slow medium (e.g.,
from an ISA target).
If it’s a write transaction, issue a retry after memorizing the address and
command from the address phase and the byte enables and write data from
the first data phase. The target then initiates the write to the slow medium.

This is referred to as a Delayed Read or a Delayed Write. A detailed description
of delayed transactions can be found in “Delayed Transactions” on page 86.

Two Exceptions To First Data Phase Rule. There are only two exceptions:
•

•

During system ,1,7,$/,=$7,217,0( (defined as 225 CLKs after RST# removed),
targets do not have to adhere to the 16 clock rule. After initialization time
has elapsed, all targets must obey the 16 clock rule for first data phase completion. For more information, refer to “Target Latency During Initialization
Time” on page 85.
A host/PCI bridge that is snooping is permitted to exceed the 16 clock
limit, but may never exceed 32 clocks. Assume that a PCI master is accessing main memory. the host/PCI bridge can start inserting wait states in the
first data phase while it sends the memory address back to the processors to
be snooped in their caches. In the event of a snoop hit on a modified line,
the processor with the modified line will transfer the line to the bridge. If
the bridge knows that this process can be accomplished within 32 PCI
clocks from the start of master’s transaction, then it is legal for it to hold the
PCI bus in wait states while the snoop and possible memory update takes
place.
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Memory Write Maximum Completion Limit
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0(7+2'In a single processor system (see Figure 7-1 on page 103), the interrupt controller asserts INTR to the x86 processor. In this case, the processor
responds with an Interrupt Acknowledge transaction. This section
describes that transaction.
0(7+2'In a multi-processor system, interrupts can be delivered to the array
of processors over the APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) bus in the form of message packets. For more information, refer to the
MindShare book entitled Pentium Processor System Architecture (published
by Addison-Wesley).
0(7+2'In a system that supports 0(66$*(6,*1$/(',17(558376, interrupts
can be delivered to the host/PCI bridge in the form of memory writes. For
more information, refer to “Message Signaled Interrupts (MSI)” on
page 252.
In response to an interrupt request delivered over the INTR signal line, an Intel
x86 processor issues two Interrupt Acknowledge transactions (note that the P6
family processors only issues one) to read the interrupt vector from the interrupt controller. The interrupt vector tells the processor which interrupt service
routine to execute.

Background
In an Intel x86-based system, the processor is usually the device that services
interrupt requests received from subsystems that require servicing. In a PCcompatible system, the subsystem requiring service issues a request by asserting one of the system interrupt request signals, IRQ0 through IRQ15. When the
IRQ is detected by the interrupt controller within the South Bridge (see Figure
7-1 on page 103), it asserts INTR to the host processor. Assuming that the host
processor is enabled to recognize interrupt requests (the Interrupt Flag bit in the
EFLAGS register is set to one), the processor responds by requesting the interrupt vector from the interrupt controller. This is accomplished by the processor
performing the following sequence:
1.

The processor generates an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle. Please note
that a P6 family processor does not generate this first Interrupt Acknowledge bus
cycle. No address is output by the processor because the address of the target device, the interrupt controller, is implicit in the bus cycle type. The purpose of this bus cycle is to command the interrupt controller to prioritize
its currently-pending requests and select the request to be processed. The
processor doesn't expect any data to be returned by the interrupt controller
during this bus cycle.
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DEVSEL# to force a wait state into the first data phase. This is necessary to
permit the bridge sufficient time to turn off its AD bus output drivers before
the target (the interrupt controller) begins to drive the requested interrupt
vector back to the bridge on the AD bus. Clock two is referred to as the
turnaround cycle.
&/2&.The target (the South Bridge) has completed decoding the address
phase information (address and command) and asserts DEVSEL# to claim
the transaction.
7+( host/PCI bridge samples DEVSEL# still deasserted on the rising-edge
of clock three, indicating that the target has not yet claimed the transaction.
As a result, the data phase is extended by an extra clock (clock three), a wait
state tagged onto the data phase.
'85,1* the wait state (clock three) the target then drives the vector onto
the data path(s) indicated by the byte enable settings on the C/BE bus (just
BE0# asserted in an x86 environment, but a different processor type might
ask for a 32-bit vector) and asserts TRDY# to indicate the presence of the
requested vector.
7+( byte enables are a duplicate of the byte enables asserted by the host
processor during its second interrupt acknowledge bus cycle.
&/2&.The host/PCI bridge samples DEVSEL# asserted on the rising-edge
of clock 4, indicating that the target has claimed the transaction.
7+( host/PCI bridge also samples IRDY# and TRDY# asserted on the rising-edge of clock four, indicating that the data is present (TRDY# asserted).
It reads the vector from the AD bus.
7+( target samples IRDY# asserted and FRAME# deasserted on the risingedge of clock four, indicating that the initiator is ready to complete the final
data phase (in fact, the only one) of the transaction.
Since the one and only data phase completed on the rising-edge of clock
four, the initiator ceases to drive the byte enables and deasserts the IRDY#
signal to return the bus to the idle state.
7+( target deasserts TRDY# and DEVSEL# and ceases to drive the interrupt vector.
&/2&.The bus returns to the idle state (FRAME# and IRDY# both deasserted) on the rising-edge of clock five.
The host/PCI bridge passes the vector back to the processor which then reads
the vector off its data bus and terminates the Interrupt Acknowledge transaction.
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Table 7-3: Preferred Use of Read Commands (Continued)
Read Command Type

Memory Read Multiple
(MRM)

To Be Used When
Use when a read crosses a cache line boundary in a
Prefetchable memory range. By using this command, the
bus master is indicating that it has specific knowledge
that starting at the start address issued and up to the end
of the next cache line (after this one) is well-behaved,
Prefetchable memory. This gives less-constrained
prefetching permission to any bridges that the read has
to traverse.

Bridges Must Discard Prefetched Data Not
Consumed By Master

1.1

7+( 5(9,6,213&,723&,%5,'*($5&+,7(&785(63(& 67$7(6 7+$7 $ %5,'*( 7+$7
+$6 35()(7&+(' 0(025< 5($' '$7$ )25 $ 0$67(5 0867 ',6&$5' $1< 35()(7&+('
5($' '$7$ 7+$7 7+( 0$67(5 '2(61·7 $&78$//< (1' 83 5($',1*The spec poses the
following example scenario as a demonstration of a problem that will result if a
bridge doesn’t discard prefetched data that wasn’t consumed.
67(3The processor has two buffers in main memory that occupy adjacent
memory regions.
67(3The processor writes data into the first memory buffer and then
instructs a bus master beyond a PCI-to-PCI bridge to read and process the
data.
67(3The bus master starts its memory read using one of the bulk memory
read commands, thus giving the bridge permission to prefetch ahead of the
master while reading from main memory. The bridge ends up prefetching
past the end of the first memory buffer into the second one, but the bus
master only actually reads the data from the first buffer area.
67(3The bridge does not discard the unused data that was prefetched from
the second buffer.
67(3The processor writes data into the second memory buffer and then
instructs a bus master (the same master or a different one) beyond the same
PCI-to-PCI bridge to read and process the data.
67(3The bus master starts its memory read at the start address of the second
buffer. The bridge delivers the data that it prefetched from the beginning of
the second buffer earlier. This is stale data and doesn’t reflect the latest data written into the second memory buffer.
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Figure 9-1: Example Single Data Phase Write Transaction
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Example Burst Write Transaction
During the following description of the write transaction, refer to Figure 9-2 on
page 141.
&/2&.When both IRDY# and FRAME# are sampled deasserted (on the rising-edge of clock one), the bus is idle and a transaction may be initiated by
the bus master whose GNT# signal is currently asserted by the bus arbiter.
$7 the start of clock cycle one, the initiator asserts FRAME# to indicate that
the transaction has begun and that a valid start address and command are
present on the bus. FRAME# remains asserted until the initiator is ready
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Figure 9-2: PCI Write Transaction
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Performance During Write Transactions
Transactions wherein an initiator performs a single data phase write to a target
consist of at least two cycles of the PCI clock (the address phase and a one clock
data phase). An idle cycle (at 33MHz, 30ns in duration) must be included
between transactions (except when performing a fast back-to-back transaction
pair; see “Fast Back-to-Back Transactions” on page 153). At a clock rate of
33MHz, a single data phase write transaction takes 90ns to complete. Using
back-to-back single data phase write transfers, the data throughput would be
11.11 million transfers per second. If each transfer involved four bytes, the
resulting transfer rate would be 44.44Mbytes per second.
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Master Abort: Target Doesn’t Claim Transaction
Introduction
An initiator performs a Master Abort for one of several reasons. Generally
speaking, a Master Abort occurs when the transaction is not claimed by a target
(DEVSEL# is not sampled asserted within a pre-defined period of time). This
could occur for a number of reasons. The following are some examples:

Addressing Non-Existent Device
When this is the case, no target will assert DEVSEL# to claim the transaction.
This is considered to be an error. The master must set the Received Master
Abort bit in its configuration Status register. It should then alert software that a
problem has been encountered (usually, by generating an interrupt).

Normal Response To Special Cycle Transaction
When the initiator has started a Special Cycle transaction to broadcast a message to multiple targets on a target bus simultaneously, it is illegal for any target
to assert DEVSEL# in response. If multiple targets recognized the message and
responded to the transaction by asserting DEVSEL#, the DEVSEL# line would
be in contention between multiple drivers. Master Abort is the normal termination of a special cycle and is not considered to be an error. This is not an error
and the master does not set the Received Master Abort bit in its Status register.

Configuration Transaction Unclaimed
When a configuration access is attempted by the host/PCI bridge with a nonexistent target, DEVSEL# is not asserted by any target. The subtractive decoder
(i.e., the PCI-to-ISA bridge) will not claim an unclaimed PCI configuration
transaction. When this occurs on a configuration read, the host/PCI bridge
must return all ones to the processor. The reason all ones are returned for an
unclaimed configuration read is that a Vendor ID of FFFFh is interpreted by the
configuration software as "no response" (for more information, refer to “Vendor
ID Register” on page 354). On a configuration write that results in a Master
Abort, the processor write is permitted to terminate normally (i.e., as if the data
were successfully written).
$ &21),*85$7,215($'25 :5,7( 7+$75(68/76 ,1$0$67(5$%257 ,6 &216,'(5(' 72
%( $1 (5525 $1' 7+( 0$67(5 0867 6(7 7+(5(&(,9('0$67(5$%257 %,7 ,1 ,7667$786
5(*,67(5
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No Target Will Claim Transaction Using Reserved Command
When a bus master initiates a transaction using a reserved command, no target
responds and it results in a Master Abort. This is considered to be an error and
the master must set the Received Master Abort bit in its Status register.

Master Abort On Single vs. Multiple-Data Phase Transaction
There are two possible cases to consider:

&$6(The initiator starts a single data phase transaction and aborts it due to
DEVSEL# not detected. This case is illustrated in Figure 12-2 on page 178.
&$6(The initiator starts a multi-data phase transaction and aborts it due to
DEVSEL# not detected. This case is illustrated in Figure 12-3 on page 179.
The following two sections describe these two cases.

Master Abort on Single Data Phase Transaction
Refer to Figure 12-2 on page 178.

&/2&.The initiator starts the transaction at the start of clock one by asserting FRAME# and driving the address onto the AD bus and the command
type onto the Command/Byte Enable lines.
&/2&.Because it is not yet ready to transfer the first data item, the initiator
doesn’t assert IRDY# in clock two.
&/2&.During clock three, the master asserts IRDY# to indicate its readiness
to transfer the first (and only) data item.
$7 the same time, it deasserts FRAME#, indicating to the target that this is
the final data phase.
21 the rising-edge of clock three, the master samples DEVSEL# deasserted,
indicating that the transaction has not been claimed by any target with a
Fast PCI decoder.
&/2&.On the rising-edge of clock four, the master samples DEVSEL# deasserted again, indicating that the transaction has not been claimed by any
target with a Medium PCI decoder.
&/2&.On the rising-edge of clock five, the master samples DEVSEL# deasserted again, indicating that the transaction has not been claimed by any
target with a Slow PCI decoder.
&/2&.The initiator then samples DEVSEL# a final time on the rising-edge of
clock six to determine if the subtractive decoder in the ISA bridge has
claimed the transaction. In the example, the transaction has not been
claimed by any target, so the initiator must Master Abort the transaction
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memory transaction starting at the first dword of the next cache line. This permits the snooper (the host/PCI bridge) to snoop the next line address in the processor’s L1 and L2 caches.

Disconnect With Data Transfer (A and B)
The target indicates that it wants to transfer the current data item and then disconnect by asserting TRDY# and STOP# while keeping DEVSEL# asserted. This
tells the initiator that the target is ready to transfer the current data item
(TRDY# asserted) and wishes to stop the transfer (STOP# asserted). DEVSEL#
remaining asserted gives the initiator permission to resume the transaction at a
later time (if so desired; resumption is not mandatory) at the point where it was
disconnected (on the dword that would have been transferred in the next data
phase). Disconnect A and B differ from each other by the state of IRDY# at the
point where the Disconnect is signaled.

Disconnect A. Refer to clock one in Figure 12-4 on page 185. It is a Disconnect A if IRDY# has not yet been asserted by the initiator when STOP# and
TRDY# are asserted by the target. The current dword cannot be transferred until
the initiator asserts IRDY#. When IRDY# is asserted (during clock two), the initiator also deasserts FRAME# (because it was instructed to disconnect), indicating that this is the final data phase. The current dword is transferred and the
transaction ends. In clock three, the target deasserts STOP#, TRDY# and
DEVSEL#, and the master deasserts IRDY#, returning the bus to the idle state on
the rising-edge of clock four.

Disconnect B. Refer to Figure 12-5 on page 186. A Disconnect With Data
Transfer—type B is indicated if IRDY# has already been asserted by the initiator
when STOP# and TRDY# are asserted by the target. In this case, the current
dword is transferred on that clock (clock two) and no more data is transferred.
FRAME# is still asserted. Normally, the initiator deasserts FRAME# when it
asserts IRDY# for the last data phase, but in this case the initiator did not know
this was the last data phase when it asserted IRDY#. For this reason, the initiator
keeps IRDY# asserted in clock two and deasserts FRAME#, indicating that it is
ready to complete the final data phase. Both the initiator and the target know
that no data will be transferred in this “dummy” data phase, however. The target deasserts TRDY# to enforce this fact. In clock three, IRDY# is deasserted to
return the bus to the idle state. The target deasserts STOP# and DEVSEL# (the
target is not permitted to deassert them until it samples FRAME# deasserted).
Assuming that the master decides to resume the transfer, after keeping its REQ#
deasserted for two PCI clocks, the master should then reassert its REQ# and rearbitrate for bus ownership. When it has successfully re-acquired bus owner-
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After Retry/Disconnect, Repeat Request ASAP
General
In the event of a Retry, the initiator must repeat the transaction again. Resumption of a transaction terminated with a Disconnect is optional (because the master may have been prefetching at the time it was disconnected). The initiator
must deassert its REQ# line for a minimum of two PCI clocks: one when the bus
goes idle (FRAME# and IRDY# deasserted) and another either the clock immediately before or after the return to idle. This provides lower-priority bus masters with an opportunity to gain bus ownership. If the initiator intends to
complete the data transfer that was Disconnected, it must reassert its REQ#
again after its two clock deassertion (or it may experience starvation).
If a target memorizes a transaction request (i.e., it treats it as a Delayed Request)
and issues a Retry, the master must repeat the transaction identically within 215
clocks, or the target will discard the completion. For more information, refer to
“Discard of Delayed Completions” on page 91. The spec recommends that the
transaction be repeated as soon as possible, preferably within 33 PCI clocks.

Behavior of Device Containing Multiple Masters
A PCI device may contain more than one device capable of initiating PCI transactions. All of the devices within this package then share the REQ#/GNT# signal pair associated with that device position on the bus. The package will
incorporate logic to arbitrate between the master-capable devices within the
package.
As long as the arbiter leaves the GNT# on the package, the master-capable
devices within the package may take turns using the bus to initiate transactions
and REQ# does not have to be deasserted between the transaction attempts
(even if an access attempt is terminated with a Retry or a Disconnect). Before the
package re-attempts a transaction that received a Retry or a Disconnect, however, it must deassert REQ# for two clocks (one of which is the idle clock
between transactions).
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13

Error Detection
and Handling
Prior To This Chapter
The previous chapter described the early termination of a transaction before all
of the intended data has been transferred between the master and the target.
This included descriptions of Master Abort, the preemption of a master, Target
Retry, Target Disconnect, and Target Abort.

In This Chapter
The PCI bus architecture provides two error reporting mechanisms: one for
reporting data parity errors and the other for reporting more serious system
errors. This chapter provides a discussion of error detection, reporting and handling using these two mechanisms.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter provides a discussion of interrupt-related issues.

Status Bit Name Change
Please note that the 0$67(5'$7$3$5,7<(5525%,7 in the Status register (see Figure 13-4 on page 211) was named Data Parity Reported in the 1.0 and 2.0 specs.
Its name changed to the Data Parity Error Detected bit the 2.1 spec. Its name has
changed yet again in the 2.2 spec to Master Data Parity Error. Although its name
has changed over time, its meaning has remained the same.

Introduction to PCI Parity
The PCI bus is parity-protected during both the address and data phases of a
transaction. A single parity bit, PAR, protects AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0]. If a 64bit data transfer is in progress, an additional parity bit, PAR64, protects
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&/2&.The initiator and target sample IRDY# asserted but TRDY# still deasserted on the rising-edge of clock six, causing a second wait state to be
inserted in the third data phase during clock six.
7+( initiator samples PERR# to see if the second data item was received
correctly by the target.
7+( target’s parity latches PAR on clock six and compares the third data
phase’s actual parity to the expected parity. In the event of an error, the target asserts PERR# during clock six. If the target performs this early parity
check and asserts PERR#, it must keep PERR# asserted until two clocks
after completion of the data phase. ,1 7+( (9(17 7+$7 7+( 7$5*(7 $66(576
3(55 ($5/< ,1 7+,6 0$11(5 7+( 63(& +$6 $''(' $ 58/( 7+$7 7+( 7$5*(7
0867(9(178$//<$66(5775'<72&203/(7(7+('$7$3+$6(,7,61273(50,77('
72 (1' 7+( '$7$ 3+$6( :,7+ $5(75<',6&211(&7:,7+287'$7$ 25 $7$5*(7
$%257
'85,1* the third data phase, the target re-asserts TRDY# during clock six
to indicate that it is ready to complete the data phase.
&/2&.The final data phase completes on the rising-edge of clock seven
when IRDY# and TRDY# are sampled asserted. The target latches the final
data item from the bus at that point.
&/2&.At the latest (if early parity check wasn’t performed), the target must
sample PAR one clock afterwards, on clock eight, and, in the event of an
error, must assert PERR# during clock eight.
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Figure 15-3: Transfer Between a 64-bit Initiator and 64-bit Target
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Figure 15-7: 32-bit Initiator Reading From Address at or Above 4GB
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64-bit Addressing by 64-bit Initiator
Figure 15-8 on page 294 illustrates a 64-bit initiator performing a burst memory
read access from an address above the 4GB boundary. In addition to using 64-bit
addressing, the initiator asserts REQ64# to indicate that it wishes to perform 64bit data transfers. The target of this transaction is a 64-bit target. If the target
were a 32-bit device, it would not assert ACK64#, thereby indicating that it
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Figure 15-8: 64-bit Initiator Reading From Address
Above 4GB With 64-Bit Data Transfers
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64-bit Parity
Address Phase Parity
PAR64 Not Used for Single Address Phase
When the initiator is not using 64-bit addressing, there is a single address phase
and a 32-bit address is generated by the initiator. In this case, address phase parity is supplied solely over the PAR signal. The 64-bit extension, consisting of
AD[63:32], PAR64, and C/BE#[7:4], is not in use during the address phase of the
transaction. Please note that the 2.2 spec describes the use of the upper part of the bus
during single address phase transactions differently than the 2.1 spec and these differences can lead to confusion. Be sure and read both descriptions carefully.

PAR64 Not Used for Dual-Address Phases by 32-bit Master
When a 32-bit bus master is performing 64-bit addressing, it is only using
AD[31:0] and C/BE#[3:0]. The 64-bit extension is not in use. The PAR64 signal is
therefore not used to supply parity on the upper half of the bus.

PAR64 Used for DAC by 64-bit Master When Requesting 64-bit
Transfers
When a 64-bit bus master is performing 64-bit addressing and has asserted
REQ64#, it is required to drive the upper 32 bits of the address onto AD[63:32]
and the memory command onto C/BE#[7:4] during the first address phase. It is
also required to supply even parity for this information on the PAR64 signal on
the next rising-edge of the clock. During the second address phase, the initiator
is required to continue driving the same information on AD[63:32], and C/
BE#[7:4]. The initiator must once again supply even parity on PAR64 on the rising-edge of the clock that follows completion of the second address phase. A 64bit target may be designed to latch the entire address and command and begin
the decode at the end of either the first or the second address phase. The target
then latches the state of PAR64 on the rising-edge of the clock that follows.

Data Phase Parity
Parity works the same for 32- and 64-bit transfers. For a detailed discussion of
32-bit parity, refer to the chapter entitled “Error Detection and Handling” on
page 199. In a 64-bit implementation, an additional parity signal, PAR64, is
added. It's timing and function are identical to that of the PAR signal. PAR64
must be implemented by all 64-bit agents.
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Must Respond To Config Accesses Within 225 Clocks After
RST#
$6'(),1(',17+(63(&,1,7,$/,=$7,217,0(%(*,16:+(1567,6'($66(57('$1'
&203/(7(6  3&, &/2&.6 /$7(5 $7 $ %86 63((' 2) 0+= 7+,6 (48$7(6 72
 6(&21'6 :+,/( ,7 (48$7(6 72  6(&21'6 $7 $ %86 63((' 2) 0+=
'85,1*7+,63(5,2'2)7,0(
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Intro to Configuration Mechanisms
This section describes the methods used to stimulate the host/PCI bridge to
generate PCI configuration transactions. A subsequent section in this chapter
provides a detailed description of Type 0 configuration transactions. The section
entitled “Type 1 Configuration Transactions” on page 344 provides a detailed
description of the Type 1 configuration transactions.
As mentioned earlier in this book, Intel x86 and PowerPC processors (as two
examples processor families) do not possess the ability to perform configuration
read and write transactions. They use memory and IO (IO is only in the x86
case) read and write transactions to communicate with external devices. This
means that the host/PCI bridge must be designed to recognize certain IO or
memory accesses initiated by the processor as requests to perform configuration
accesses.
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Resistive-Coupling Means Stepping In Type 0 Transactions
When the IDSELs are resistively-coupled to upper AD lines, it takes some time
for the ones or zeros on the upper AD lines to traverse the resistors and arrive at
the correct value at each device’s IDSEL input pin. For this reason, the host/PCI
bridge must use address stepping (see “Designer May Step Address, Data, PAR
(and PAR64) and IDSEL” on page 164), but only for Type 0 configuration transactions.
The host/PCI bridge initiates the Type 0 configuration transaction by driving
out the target function and dword number on the AD bus with AD[1:0] set to
00b to indicate that this is a Type 0 configuration transaction. It also outputs its
internal device decoder’s IDSEL output signals onto the upper AD lines. The
configuration read or write command is driven onto C/BE#[3:0].
However, the bridge doesn’t assert FRAME# yet. It delays a sufficient number
of clocks to let the bits on the upper AD lines propagate through the resistors to
the IDSEL pins at the devices and settle to the correct state and then asserts
FRAME#. No devices will pay any attention to the transaction until FRAME# is
asserted.

Data Phase Entered, Decode Begins
As the data phase is entered, the bridge sets C/BE#[3:0] to indicate which bytes
it wishes to transfer within the currently-addressed configuration dword. It gets
this information from the processor’s access to the bridge’s Configuration Data
Port which is a one-byte (so just assert C/BE0#), two-byte (assert C/BE#[1:0]),
or four-byte (assert all four C/BE lines) read or write.
As the data phase is entered, the PCI devices are performing the address decode
to determine which of them is the target of the transaction (00b on AD[1:0] indicates it is for one of them). Devices that sampled their IDSEL inputs deasserted
at the end of the address phase ignore the transaction. When a device detects its
IDSEL pin was asserted at the end of the address phase, it must determine
whether or not to claim the transaction. How it does this depends on whether it
is a single- or multi-function device:


7+(63(&67$7(67+$7$6,1*/()81&7,21'(9,&(&$1(,7+(5
 '(&2'( 7+( )81&7,21 180%(5 $1' 21/< $66(57 '(96(/ )25 )81&7,21
=(52
 250$<5(6321'72$//)81&7,21180%(56%<$66(57,1*'(96(/
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Table 19-21: Command Register Bit Assignment (Continued)
Bit

Function

9

Fast Back-to-Back Enable. If a bus master is capable of performing Fast
Back-to-Back transactions with different targets in the first and second
transaction, this bit is used to enable or disable this functionality. If all targets on the PCI bus that the master resides on are Fast Back-to-Back capable,
configuration software can set this bit to enable this master's ability to perform Fast Back-to-Back transactions without worrying about whether or not
the same target is being addressed in the first and second transaction. A
complete description of Fast Back-to-Back transactions can be found in
“Fast Back-to-Back Transactions” on page 153.
5HTXLUHG" Only for bus master capable of performing Fast Back-to-Back
transactions.
'HIDXOWVHWWLQJzero.

15:10

Reserved

Status Register
Always mandatory. The Status register tracks the function’s status as a PCI entity.
A function must implement the bits that relate to its functionality. This register
can be read from, but writes are handled as follows. On a write, a bit that is currently set to one can be cleared to zero by writing a one to it. Software cannot set
a bit that is currently zero to a one. This method was chosen to simplify the programmer’s job. After reading the Status and ascertaining the error bits that are
set, the programmer clears the bits by writing the value that was read back to
the register.
Table 19-22 on page 372 describes the Status register bits and Figure 19-4 on
page 372 illustrates its bit assignment. 7+(  63(& +$6 0$'( 7+( )2//2:,1*
&+$1*(6727+(67$7865(*,67(5
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This gives the configuration software the flexibility to map the device’s register
set into memory space and, if an IO Base Address Register is also provided, into
IO space as well. If both are implemented, the device driver associated with the
device can then choose whether to communicate with its device’s register set
through memory or IO space.

Memory Base Address Register
This section provides a detailed description of the bit fields within a Memory
Base Address Register. The section entitled “Determining Block Size and
Assigning Address Range” on page 384 describes how the register is probed to
determine its existence, the size of the memory associated with the decoder, and
the assignment of the base address to the decoder.

Decoder Width Field. In a Memory Base Address Register (see Figure 19-7
on page 382), bits [2:1] define whether the decoder is 32- or 64-bits wide:
•

•

00b = it’s a 32-bit register. The configuration software therefore will write a
32-bit start memory address into it specifying any address in the first 4GB of
memory address space.
10b = it’s a 64-bit register. The configuration software therefore writes a 64bit start memory address into it that specifies a start address in a 264 memory address space. This means that the device supports the Dual-Address
Command (DAC) that is used to address memory above the 4GB address
boundary. It also means that this Base Address Register consumes two
dwords of the configuration Header space. The first dword is used to set
the lower 32-bits of the start address and the second dword is completely
read/writable and is used to specify the upper 32-bits of the start address.

3/($6( 127( 7+$7 7+( 63(& 12 /21*(5 3(50,76 7+( 3$77(51 7+$7 ,1',&$7(6 7+(
'(9,&(·60(025<0867%(0$33(',1727+(),5670%2)0(025<63$&(7+,63$77(51
,612:5(6(59('

Prefetchable Attribute Bit. Bit three defines the block of memory as
Prefetchable or not. A block of memory space may be marked as Prefetchable
only if it can guarantee that:
•
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there are no side effects from reads (e.g., the read doesn’t alter the contents
of the location or alter the state of the device in some manner). It’s permissible for a bridge that resides between a master and a memory target to
prefetch read data from memory that has this characteristic. If the master
doesn’t end up asking for all of the data that the bridge read into a readahead buffer, the bridge must discard the data (see “Bridges Must Discard
Prefetched Data Not Consumed By Master” on page 116). The data remains
unchanged in the target’s memory locations.

PCI System Architecture
Figure 19-7: Memory Base Address Register Bit Assignment
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IO Base Address Register
Introduction. This section provides a detailed description of the bit fields
within an IO Base Address Register. The section entitled “Determining Block
Size and Assigning Address Range” on page 384 describes:
•
•
•

how the register is probed to determine its existence,
how to determine the size of the IO register set associated with the decoder
and therefore the amount of IO space that must be assigned to it, and
how to assign the base address to the decoder.

Description. Refer to Figure 19-8 on page 383. Bit zero returns a one, indicating that this is an IO, rather than a memory, decoder. Bit one is reserved and
must always return zero. Bits [31:2] is the Base Address field and is used to:
•
•

determine the size of the IO block required and
to set its start address.

The specification requires that a device that maps its control register set into IO
space must not request more than 256 locations per IO Base Address Register.

PC-Compatible IO Decoder. 7+( 833(5 %,76 2) 7+( ,2 %$5 0$< %(
+$5':,5(' 72 =(52 :+(1 $ '(9,&( ,6 '(6,*1 63(&,),&$//< )25 $ 3&&203$7,%/(
;%$6('0$&+,1( %(&$86(,17(/;352&(66256$5(,1&$3$%/(2)*(1(5$7,1*
,2 $''5(66(6 29(5.% 7+( '(9,&( 0867 67,// 3(5)250 $ )8//%,7 '(&2'( 2)
7+(,2$''5(66+2:(9(5
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As an example, it is possible to program the example memory address decoder
for a 1MB block of memory to start on the one, two, or three meg boundary, but
it is not possible to set its start address at the 1.5, 2.3, or 3.7 meg boundary.

An IO Example. As a second example, assume that FFFFFFFFh is written to
a function’s Base Address Register at configuration dword address 05d and the
value read back is FFFFFF01h. Bit 0 is a one, indicating that this is an IO address
decoder. Scanning upwards starting at bit 2 (the least-significant bit of the Base
Address field), bit 8 is the first bit that was successfully changed to one. The
binary-weighted value of this bit is 256, indicating that this is IO address
decoder is requesting 256 bytes of IO space.
The programmer then writes a 32-bit base IO address into the register. However, only bits [31:8] are writable. The decoder accepts bits [31:8] and assumes
that bits [7:0] of the assigned base address are zero. This means that the base
address is divisible by 256, the size of the requested IO range.

Smallest/Largest Decoder Sizes
Smallest/Largest Memory Decoders. The smallest memory address
decoder would be implemented as a Base Address Register that permitted bits
[31:4] to be written. Since the binary-weighted value of bit four is 16, 16 bytes is
the smallest memory block a PCI memory decoder can be designed for.
A very large memory decoder would not permit any bits to be written and
would have a 10b in the decoder Type field, indicating that this is a 64-bit memory decoder consuming two dwords of configuration space (this one and the
one immediately following it). If this is the case, the programmer then writes all
ones into the high dword of the BAR register to determine how big a memory
space the decoder requires.

Smallest/Largest IO Decoders. The smallest IO decoder would be implemented as a Base Address Register that permitted bits [31:2] to be programmed.
Since the binary-weighted value of bit four is 4, 4 bytes (a dword) is the smallest
IO block a PCI IO decoder can be designed for.
The largest IO decoder would permit bits [31:8] to be written. The binaryweighted value of bit 8 is 256 and this is therefore the largest range that a PCI IO
decoder can request.
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•

In the Base Address field (bits [31:11]), bit 17 is the least-significant bit that
the programmer was able to set to one. It has a binary-weighted value of
128K, indicating that the ROM decoder requires 128KB of memory space.
The programmer then writes a 32-bit start address into the register to assign
the ROM start address on a 128K address boundary.

The spec recommends that the designer of the Expansion ROM Base Address
Register should request a memory block slightly larger than that required by
the current revision ROM to be installed. This permits the installation of subsequent ROM revisions that occupy more space without requiring a redesign of
the logic associated with the device's Expansion ROM Base Address Register.
The specification sets a limit of 16MB as the maximum expansion ROM size.
The Memory Space bit in the Command register has precedence over the
Expansion ROM Enable bit. The device's expansion ROM should respond to
memory accesses only if both its Memory Space bit (in its Command register)
and the Expansion ROM Enable bit (in its expansion ROM register) are both set
to one.
In order to minimize the number of address decoders that a device must implement, one address decoder can be shared between the Expansion ROM Base
Address Register and one of the device’s Memory Base Address Registers. The
two Base Address Registers must be able to hold different values at the same
time, but the address decoder will not decode ROM accesses unless the Expansion ROM Enable bit is set in the Expansion ROM Base Address Register.
A more detailed description of expansion ROM detection, shadowing and
usage can be found in “Expansion ROMs” on page 411.
Figure 19-9: Expansion ROM Base Address Register Bit Assignment
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Max_Lat Register: Priority-Level Request
Optional for a bus master and not applicable to non-master devices. The specification
states that this read-only register specifies “how often” the device needs access
to the PCI bus (in increments of 1/4 of a microsecond, or 250ns). A value of zero
indicates the device has no stringent requirement in this area.
The Max_Lat register value indicates how often the master would like to have
access to the bus (i.e., receive its GNT# from the arbiter). The value hardwired
into this register is used by the configuration software to determine the prioritylevel (and possibly the arbitration scheme the arbiter uses) the bus arbiter
assigns to the master (assuming that the arbiter is programmable). Please note
that if the arbiter is not programmable, the configuration software shouldn’t
waste any time reading this register.

7+(63(&,1',&$7(67+$77+(9$/8(+$5':,5(',1727+,65(*,67(56+28/'$6680(
7+$77+('(9,&('2(61·7,16(57$1<:$,767$7(6,172'$7$3+$6(6

New Capabilities
Configuration Header Space Not Large Enough
The 2.1 spec defined the first 16 dwords of a function’s configuration space as
its configuration Header space. It was originally intended that all of the function’s PCI spec-defined configuration registers would reside within this region
and that all of its function-specific configuration registers would reside within
its lower 48 dwords of configuration space. Unfortunately, they ran out of space
when defining new configuration registers in the 2.2 spec. For this reason, the
spec now permits certain spec-defined registers to overflow into the lower 48
dwords of configuration space.

Discovering That New Capabilities Exist
If the Capabilities List bit in the Status register (see Figure 19-10 on page 391) is
set to one, the function implements the New Capabilities List Pointer register in
byte zero of dword 13 in its configuration space (see Figure 19-11 on page 392).
This implies that the pointer contains the dword-aligned start address of the
New Capabilities List within the function’s lower 48 dwords of configuration
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Chapter 19: Configuration Registers
What the New Capabilities List Looks Like
The location pointed to by the Capabilities Pointer register is the first entry in a
linked series of one or more configuration register sets, each of which supports
a new feature. Each entry has the general format illustrated in Figure 19-12 on
page 394. The first byte is referred to as the Capability ID (assigned by the PCI
SIG) and identifies the feature associated with this register set (e.g., 2 = AGP),
while the second byte either points to another feature’s register set, or indicates
that there are no additional register sets (with a pointer value of zero) associated
with this function. In either case, the least-significant two bits must return zero.
If a pointer to the next feature’s register set is present in the second byte, it
points to a dword within the functions lower 48 dwords of configuration space
(it can point either forward or backward in the function’s lower 48 dwords of
configuration space). A feature’s register set always immediately follows the
first two bytes of the entry, and its length and format are defined by what type
of feature it is. The New Capabilities currently defined in the 2.2 spec are those
listed in Table 19-24 on page 393.
Table 19-24: Currently-Assigned Capability IDs
ID

Description

00h

Reserved.

01h

PCI Power Management Interface. Refer to “Power Management” on
page 479.

02h

AGP. Refer to “AGP Capability” on page 394. Also refer to the MindShare
book entitled AGP System Architecture (published by Addison-Wesley).

03h

VPD. Refer to “Vital Product Data (VPD) Capability” on page 397.

04h

Slot Identification. This capability identifies a bridge that provides
external expansion capabilities (i.e., an expansion chassis containing addin card slots). Full documentation of this feature can be found in the revision 1.1 PCI-to-PCI Bridge Architecture Specification. For a detailed description, refer to “Introduction To Chassis/Slot Numbering Registers” on
page 566 and “Chassis and Slot Number Assignment” on page 594.

05h

Message Signaled Interrupts. Refer to “Message Signaled Interrupts
(MSI)” on page 252.

06h

CompactPCI Hot Swap. Refer to “CompactPCI and PMC” on page 699.

7-255d

Reserved in 2.2 spec, but ID 07h was subsequently assigned to PCI-X
devices.
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Chapter 20: Expansion ROMs
addition to setting this bit to one, the programmer must also set the Memory
Space bit in the function’s configuration Command register to a one. The function’s ROM address decoder is then enabled and the ROM (if present) can be
accessed. The maximum ROM decoder size permitted by the specification is
16MB, dictating that bits [31:24] must be hardwired to zero.
The programmer then performs a read from the first two locations of the ROM
and checks for a return value of AA55h. If this pattern is not received, the ROM
is not present. The programmer disables the ROM address decoder (by clearing
bit zero of the Expansion ROM Base Address Register to zero). If AA55h is
received, the ROM exists and a device driver code image must be copied into
main memory and its initialization code must be executed. This topic is covered
in the sections that follow.
Figure 20-1: Expansion ROM Base Address Register Bit Assignment
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Chapter 22: Hot-Plug PCI
Table 22-4: The Primitives (Continued)
Primitive
Async Notice of
Slot Status
Change

Parameters
Input: Logical Slot ID
Return: none

Description
This is the only primitive (defined
by the spec) that is issued to the
Hot-Plug Service by the Hot-Plug
System Driver. It is sent when the
Driver detects an unsolicited
change in the state of a slot. Examples would be a run-time power
fault or card installed in a previously-empty slot with no warning.

Issues Related to PCI RST#
The PCI RST# signal has the following effects on a device:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

When RST# is asserted, a device must tri-state all of its bus outputs and
float its open-drain outputs within 40ns.
The device’s PCI target and bus master state machines must be held in their
reset state as long as RST# remains asserted.
When RST# is deasserted, the device’s PCI target and bus master state
machines must remain in the Idle state until the device is addressed in a PCI
transaction.
To avoid “misinterpreting” the contents of the bus if RST# is removed in the
midst of a transaction currently in progress, a device should not leave the
reset state until RST# has been deasserted AND the bus is idle (FRAME#
and IRDY# sampled deasserted).
The device must not depend on the PCI CLK signal exhibiting any particular characteristics prior to the deassertion of RST#.
The PCI spec requires that the operating frequency of a 66MHz bus may not
be changed without asserting RST#.
7+( 63(& ',&7$7(6 7+$7 7+(+273/8*6<67(0'5,9(5 0867 %( 35(3$5(' 72
:$,7$7/($673&,&/.6$)7(5567+$6%((1'($66(57('%()25(,768&&(('6
,1$&&(66,1*7+(&$5'25&203/(7(6$5(48(67)5207+(+273/8*6(59,&(72
78517+(&$5'21
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352%/(0The system cannot be extended and still be fully power managed.
The PCMCIA subsystem is a good example of this. The BIOS might know
what port the PCMCIA controller is using but cannot determine whether
the device currently inserted in the socket is actually busy or not. To fully
power-manage PCMCIA, the device driver running the device must be able
to indicate when it is really time to power down its device.
352%/(0There are lost opportunities for extra power management. For
example, the operating system knows that the disk I/O is really a paging
maintenance operation and should not be considered when trying to determine whether a device is busy. Current power management schemes cannot
determine this "user priority" or intent of a particular I/O access. By moving the policy into the operating system, individual devices will be powered down more quickly.

Installing New Devices Still Too Hard. Microsoft Windows 95 and the
Plug and Play initiative have provided an architecture that allows the user to
install hardware more easily; however, the task is still not an easy operation for
the end user. To install a new device, the user must turn off the computer and
open the box. The OnNow PC must be easily extensible by the end user, and
any device the user adds must become available without requiring a reboot or
restart.

Apps Generally Assume System Fully On At All Times. Applications that assume this can inadvertently keep the system from entering a lower
power state. Also, applications that assume the PC is always On can crash when
the PC wakes up after time has passed or devices have been removed.

System PM States
Table 23-2 on page 484 defines the possible states of the overall system with reference to power consumption. The “Working”, “Sleep”, and “Soft Off” states
are defined in the OnNow Design Initiative documents.
Table 23-2: System PM States as Defined by the OnNow Design Initiative
Power
State
Working
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Description
The system is completely usable and the OS is performing power
management on a device-by-device basis. As an example, the modem
may be powered down during periods when it isn’t being used.

Chapter 23: Power Management
Table 23-16: The PMC Register Bit Assignments (Continued)
Bit(s)

Description

10

D2_Support bit. 1 = Function does implement the D2 PM state.

9

D1_Support bit. 1 = Function does implement the D1 PM state.

8:6

Aux_Current field. For a function that supports generation of PME# from
the D3cold state, this field reports the current demand made upon the
3.3Vaux power source (see “3.3Vaux” on page 534) by the function’s logic
that retains the PME context information. This information is used by software to determine how many functions can simultaneously be enabled for
PME generation (based on the total amount of current each draws from
the system 3.3Vaux power source and the power sourcing capability of the
power source).
• If the function does not support PME# generation from within the
D3cold PM state, then this field is not implemented and always returns
zero when read.
• If the function implements the Data register (see “Data Register” on
page 524), this field is not implemented and always returns zero when
read. The Data register then takes precedence over this field in reporting the 3.3Vaux current requirements for the function.
• If the function supports PME# generation from the D3cold state and
does not implement the Data register, then the Aux_Current field
reports the 3.3Vaux current requirements for the function. It is
encoded as follows:
Bit
876
111
110
101
100
011
010
001
000

Max Current Required
375mA
320mA
270mA
220mA
160mA
100mA
55mA
0mA
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Chapter 24: PCI-to-PCI Bridge
As an example, assume that the configuration software has written the following values to the Memory Base and Limit registers:
•
•

The upper three digits of the Memory Base register contain 555h.
The upper three digits of the Memory Limit register contain 678h.

This defines a 124MB memory-mapped IO region on the secondary side of the
bridge starting at 55500000h and ending at 678FFFFFh.
Figure 24-18: Memory-Mapped IO Base Register

Figure 24-19: Memory-Mapped IO Limit Register
15

4 3

Upper 3 digits of 32-bit memory-mapped IO range end address

0

0
0

0

0
must return zeros when read.
Read/write field.
Initialized by software with
upper 3 hex digits of 32-bit
memory-mapped IO range
end address to decode.

Cache Line Size Register
Mandatory. 7+,65(*,67(5:$60$1'$725<,17+(%5,'*(63(&,17+(63(&,7
,6 21/< 0$1'$725< ,) $ %5,'*( ,6 '(6,*1(' 72 ,1,7,$7( 25 )25:$5' 7+(0(025<
:5,7( $1' ,19$/,'$7( &200$1' 25 ,) ,7 68332576 7+( %8/. 0(025< 5($' &20
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Chapter 24: PCI-to-PCI Bridge
67(3Identify the VGA display device to be utilized during the boot process.
This is accomplished by first scanning the standard expansion bus (e.g.,
ISA, EISA or Micro Channel). If the display device is found on the expansion bus, that display is used for the boot process and the initialization
sequence has completed. Do not perform the steps that follow. If the VGA
device is not found on the expansion bus, scan the PCI bus(es), starting at
the bus with the largest bus number. If it is found on a PCI bus, save the bus
number for use during the remaining steps in the initialization sequence.
67(3Set the IO Space and Memory Space enable bits in the device’s Command register so it can respond to VGA accesses.
67(3Starting at the PCI bus number the boot display device is on, scan the
PCI bus hierarchy upstream (towards bus zero). In each PCI-to-PCI bridge
detected, set the VGA Enable bit in its bridge control register.
67(3Starting at the PCI bus the boot display device is on, scan the PCI buses
downstream (all buses subordinate to this bus) looking for GFXs. Abort the
scan when the first instance of a GFX is found. Set the GFX device’s IO
Space bit and clear the VGA Palette Snoop Enable bits in its Command register.
67(3Scan back upstream from the bus the GFX is on towards the bus the
boot display device resides on. At each PCI-to-PCI bridge encountered, set
the VGA Palette Snoop Enable bit in the bridge’s Command register.
67(3Finally, set the VGA Palette Snoop Enable bit in the boot display
device’s Command register.
The PCI-to-PCI bridge specification provides pseudo-code for two procedures
that can be used to implement the sequence described above. The two procedures are:
•
•

DisplayInit(). This is the top-level procedure. It has no input parameters
and it calls the GFXScanR procedure.
GFXScanR(BusNum). This procedure scans the buses subordinate to the
one the boot display was found on looking for the first instance of a GFX
device.

Chapter 12 of the 1.1 PCI-to-PCI bridge specification provides a more detailed
discussion of issues related to VGA palette snooping and includes a number of
examples.
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Chapter 25: Transaction Ordering & Deadlocks
This example highlights that the device’s master and target state machines are
dependent on each other, thereby defining it (according to the 2.2 specs’s definitions) as a bridge and not as a simple device.
The simple device must wait until it completes the memory write transaction on
the PCI bus (the target memory asserts TRDY#, or signals a Master Abort or a
Target Abort) before proceeding internally (in the example, assuming that the
write doesn’t receive a Master or target Abort, updating the status register).
To increase PCI bus performance, simple devices are strongly encouraged to
post inbound memory write transactions to allow memory writes targeting it
to complete quickly. How the simple device orders inbound posted write data is
design-dependent and outside the scope of the spec.
Simple devices do not support exclusive (i.e., locked) accesses (only bridges do)
and do not use the LOCK# signal either as a master or as a target. Refer to
“Locking” on page 683 for a discussion of the use of LOCK# in bridge devices.

Deadlocks Associated With Simple Devices
The following are two examples of deadlocks that could occur if devices make
their target and master interfaces inter-dependent.

Scenario One
67(3Two devices, referred to as A and B, simultaneously start arbitrating for
bus ownership to attempt IO writes to each other.
67(3Device A is granted the bus first and initiates its IO write to device B
(device B is the target of the transaction). Device B decodes the address/
command and asserts DEVSEL#.
67(3Assume that, when acting as a target, device B always terminates transactions that target it with Retry until its master state machine completes its
outstanding requests (in this case, an IO write).
67(3Device B is then granted the bus and initiates its IO write to device A.
67(3If device A responds in the same manner that device B did (i.e., with a
Retry), the system will deadlock.

Scenario Two
As described in a later section (“Bridges: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks” on
page 652), in certain cases a bridge is required to flush its posting buffer as a
master before it completes a transaction as a target. As described in the following sequence, this can result in a deadlock:
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67(3A PCI-to-PCI bridge contains posted memory write data addressed to a
downstream device (i.e., a device on its secondary side).
67(3Before the bridge can acquire ownership of the secondary bus to perform the write transaction, the downstream device that it intends to target
initiates a read from main memory (in other words, the read has to cross the
bridge from the secondary side to the primary side to get to memory).
67(3To ensure that fresh read data is always received by any read that has to
cross a bridge, the bridge ordering rules require that the bridge must flush
its posted memory write buffers before the read is allowed to cross the
bridge. The bridge must therefore Retry the downstream agent’s read.
67(3The bridge then performs the posted write to the downstream device
on the secondary bus.
67(3If the downstream device is designed in such a fashion that its target
and master state machines are inter-dependent, it will issue a Retry in
response to the bridge’s posted write attempt and then re-issue its previously-attempted read.
67(3The bus is deadlocked.
Since some PCI-to-PCI bridge devices designed to earlier versions of the PCI
spec require that their posted memory write buffers be flushed before starting
any non-posted transaction, the same deadlock could occur if the downstream
device makes the acceptance of a posted write contingent on the prior completion of any non-posted transaction.

Bridges: Ordering Rules and Deadlocks
Introduction
When a bridge accepts a memory write into its posted memory write buffer, the
master that initiated the write to memory considers the write completed and
can initiate additional operations (i.e., PCI reads and writes) before the target
memory location actually receives the write data. Any of these subsequent
operations may end up completing before the memory write is finally consummated. The possible result: a read the programmer intended to occur after the
write may happen before the data is actually written.
In order to prevent this from causing problems, many of the PCI ordering rules
require that a bridge’s posted memory write buffers be flushed before permitting subsequently-issued transactions to proceed. These same buffer flushing
rules, however, can cause deadlocks. The remainder of the PCI transaction
ordering rules prevent the system buses from deadlocking when posting buffers
must be flushed.
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Table 25-2: Ordering Rules
Posted
Memory
Write

Transaction just
latched

PMW
Column 1

PMW (row 1)

No1

DRR (row 2)

No2

DWR (row 3)

No

DRC (row 4)

No4

DWC (row 5)

Yes/No

Delayed
Completion

Delayed Request

DRR
Column 2
Yes5

DWR
Column
3

DRC
Column
4

DWC
Column
5

Yes5

Yes7

Yes7

Yes/No

3

<(6

Yes/No

Rule 1—Ensures Posted Memory Writes Are StronglyOrdered
A PMW that was just latched may not be performed on the destination bus
before a previously-latched PMW moving in the same direction. When PMWs
are performed on the destination bus, they must always be performed in the
order that they were received. This is referred to as strong write ordering.

Rule 2—Ensures Just-Latched Read Obtains Correct Data
A DRR that has just been latched may not be performed on the destination bus
before a previously-latched PMW is performed on the destination bus. The
memory write might be to the location that the DRR wants to read from and
must be performed first in order to ensure that the read obtains the correct data.

Rule 3—Ensures DWR Not Done Until All Posted Writes Done
A DWR that has just been latched may not be performed on the destination bus
before a previously-latched PMW is performed on the destination bus. Since the
DWR’s write was initiated after the PMW data was written to the bridge, it must
be written to the target on the destination bus after the previously-latched PMW
data. This ensures strong write ordering. In the Producer/Consumer example,
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Locking

The Previous Chapter
The previous chapter introduced the PCI BIOS specification, revision 2.1, dated
August 26, 1994.

This Chapter
This chapter provides a detailed description of the PCI locking mechanism that
permits an EISA bridge to lock main memory or the host/PCI bridge to lock an
EISA memory target.

The Next Chapter
The next chapter describes the issues that differentiate CompactPCI from PCI.
This includes mechanical, electrical and software-related issues. CompactPCI is
presented as described in the 2.1 CompactPCI specification. PMC devices are
also described.

2.2 Spec Redefined Lock Usage
7+,6 &+$37(5 +$6 %((1 5(1$0(' $1' 5(:5,77(1 72 5()/(&7 $ 0$-25 &+$1*( ,1 7+(
 63(&,1 7+( ($5/,(5 9(56,216 2) 7+( 63(& ,7 :$6 3(50,66,%/( )25 $3&, 0$67(5
72,668($/2&.('75$16$&7,216(5,(672/2&.$3&,0(025<7$5*(7%860$67(56
$5(12/21*(5$//2:('72,668(/2&.('75$16$&7,216$1'$3&,0(025<7$5*(7
0867 12 /21*(5 +2125 $ 5(48(67 72 /2&. ,76(/) These are the basic rules that
define use of the locking mechanism:
58/(Only the host/PCI bridge is now permitted to initiate a locked transaction series on behalf of a processor residing behind it.
58/(A PCI-to-PCI bridge is only permitted to pass a locked transaction
from its primary to secondary side. In other words, the bridge only passes
through locked transactions that are moving outbound from the processor
towards an expansion bus bridge further out in the hierarchy (e.g., an EISA
bridge).
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System Card
General
As mentioned earlier, the system card contains:
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Host processor(s) and associated support logic.
Main memory. Main memory could reside on a peripheral card, but the
host/PCI bridge must then be architected to permit the processor’s caches
to cache from PCI memory. This complicates system design and negatively
affects performance (due to delays for snooping). The authors are not aware
of any chipsets that currently support caching from PCI memory.
Host/PCI bridge. This is the bridge between the host processor bus and the
backplane’s PCI bus.
PCI bus arbiter for use by bus master peripheral cards installed in other
slots on the bus segment.
IDSEL decoder necessary for device selection during type 0 configuration
transactions initiated by the host processor and targeting peripheral cards
residing on the same bus segment as the system card.
System interrupt controller interfaced to the PCI interrupt request signals
(INTA#-through-INTD#). In addition, the system board may also interface
to the legacy IDE interrupt request signals, INTP and INTS, treating them
as positive edge-triggered interrupt request lines (rather than active-low,
level-sensitive request signals as is the case with the PCI interrupt request
signals INTA#-through-INTD#).
PCI clock generator.
Reset logic responsible for issuing reset to all devices that reside on the
CompactPCI bus segment.

Although it isn’t a rule, the CompactPCI specification recommends that the system slot be physically placed on either end of the bus segment (rather than in
another position in the segment). All testing and verification performed by the
PICMG assumes this configuration. Other configurations are permitted but
must be verified by testing to validate that the electrical specification is met.
The slot rail for the system slot must be red in color, providing a vivid visual cue
to the user that it is the system slot.
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32-bit System Card
The system card may be implemented as either a 32-bit or 64-bit PCI implementation. In either case, both the J1 and J2 connectors must be implemented
(because J1 carries the 32-bit PCI signals while J2 carries the 64-bit extension signals as well as the PCI clock and bus request/bus grant signals). A 32-bit system
card must implement connectors J1 and J2, but may or may not implement rearpanel IO signals. If it does, the rear-panel IO signals may be implemented on
any combination of J2-through-J5.

64-bit System Card
As is the case with a 32-bit system card, the 64-bit system card must implement
connectors J1 and J2. If it also implements any rear-panel IO signals, they may
be implemented on any combination of J3-through-J5 (if it’s a 6U card).

ISA Bus Bridge
The system card may or may not contain a PCI/ISA bridge. If it does, the ISA
bus signals would be routed to the backplane via the rear-panel IO pins on connectors J2, J3, J4 or J5, or could be routed to a front-panel connector. Alternatively, a PCI-to-ISA bridge can be located on a peripheral card with the ISA bus
signals routed to the front panel or via back-panel IO pins.

Peripheral Cards
Peripheral cards can only be installed in peripheral card slots. A peripheral card
may act as a simple PCI target or may also have PCI bus master capability.

32-bit Peripheral Cards
A 32-bit peripheral card with no rear-panel IO only implements connector J1
(the 32-bit portion of the PCI bus), while one that uses rear-panel IO implements
J1 plus any combination of J2-through-J5 to carry the rear-panel IO signals.

64-bit Peripheral Card
A 64-bit peripheral card implements connectors J1 (the 32-bit portion of the PCI
bus) and J2 (which carries the 64-bit PCI extension), while one that uses rearpanel IO implements J1 and J2 plus any combination of J3-through-J5 (if it’s a
6U card) to carry the rear-panel IO signals.
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Three Levels of Implementation
Basic Hot-Swap
This is the most basic implementation of CompactPCI hot-swap and is
extremely similar to PCI hot-swap. The end user must interact with the OS via
the console to inform it of imminent card insertion or removal.

Installing a New Card. The following steps must be accomplished when
installing a new card:

67(3Using the console, the user informs the OS that a new card will be
installed in a slot.
67(3As the card is inserted, it encounters staged power and ground pins
(see “Electrical Insertion/Removal Occurs In Stages” on page 752). When it
is fully-seated, the card has been automatically powered up.
67(3The end user informs the system that the card is present.
67(3The hot-swap handler informs the OS that a new card is present and
the OS performs bus enumeration (see “Introduction” on page 309) to
determine the resources required by the new card.
67(3The OS programs the device’s PCI configuration registers to assign
resources to it.
67(3The OS then loads the appropriate device driver and calls its initialization code.
67(3The device driver’s initialization code finishes the setup of the card
(see “Step 7: OS Loads and Call Drivers’ Initialization Code” on page 243)
and brings it on-line.

Removing a Card. This involved the same steps as installing a card, only in
reverse order:

67(3Using the console, the user warns the OS that a card will be removed.
67(3The OS commands the device’s driver to quiesce. In other words, the
driver must stop using the card. In addition, either the driver or the software utility would clear the device’s PCI configuration Command register
(see “Command Register” on page 368) to disable the device.
67(3The OS removes the driver from memory.
67(3The OS deallocates the resources that were assigned to the functions on
the card.
67(3The OS informs the end user (via the console) that the card can be
removed.
67(3The end user removes the card (see “Card Removal Sequence” on
page 752).
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Access Latency. The amount of time that expires from the moment a bus master
requests the use of the PCI bus until it completes the first data transfer of the
transaction.
AD Bus. The PCI address/data bus carries address information during the
address phase of a transaction and data during each data phase.
Address Ordering. During PCI burst memory transfers, the initiator must indicate whether the addressing sequence will be sequential (also referred to as linear) or will use cacheline wrap ordering of addresses. The initiator uses the state
of AD[1:0] to indicate the addressing order. During I/O accesses, there is no
explicit or implicit address ordering. It is the responsibility of the programmer
to understand the I/O addressing characteristic of the target device.
Address Phase. During the first clock period of a PCI transaction, the initiator
outputs the start address and the PCI command. This period is referred to as the
address phase of the transaction. When 64-bit addressing is used, there are two
address phases.
Agents. Each PCI device, whether a bus master (initiator) or a target is referred
to as a PCI agent.
AGP. Accelerated Graphics Port. Connects 3D graphics adapter to the Host/PCI
Bridge.
Arbiter. The arbiter is the device that evaluates the pending requests for access
to the bus and grants the bus to a bus master based on a system-specific algorithm.
Arbitration Latency. The period of time from the bus master’s assertion of
REQ# until the bus arbiter asserts the bus master’s GNT#. This period is a function of the arbitration algorithm, the master’s priority and system utilization.
Atomic Operation. A series of two or more accesses to a device by the same initiator without intervening accesses by other bus masters.
Base Address Registers. Device configuration registers that define the start
address, length and type of memory space required by a device. The type of
space required will be either memory or I/O. The value written to this register
during device configuration will program its memory or I/O address decoder
to detect accesses within the indicated range.
BIST. Some integrated devices (such as the i486 microprocessor) implement a
built-in self-test that can be invoked by external logic during system start up.
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